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Abstract 

In this paper we show that the mixed H 2 / H ,  
control problem can be efficiently solved using ran- 
domized algorithms. Q-parameterization provides 
a mechanism to search over all stabilizing con- 
trollers, and thus gives us the ability to search for 
H2 minimizing controllers, while still providing sta- 
bility robustness. Finally, we are able to show that 
we can get results comparable to a more traditional 
approach such as gradient search, but in addition, 
we can solve more complex problems. With very 
little modification, we are able to deal with mul- 
tiple objectives, plant uncertainty, and fixed order 
controllers. 

1 Introduction 

The need for practical controllers to simul- 
taneously satisfy multiple performance criteria has 
led to the investigation of multi-objective optimal 
control, combining two or more standard perfor- 
mance metrics into a single optimal synthesis prob- 
lem. Examples of multi-objective optimal control 
problems include the H2/Hm [l, 2,3,4],  Hz/,LL, and 
H2/& problems [5].  A common feature of such 
mixed-norm problems is the fact that the result- 
ing optimization problem is nonconvex, so that the 
usual Riccati-equation-based solution techniques 
optimal control problem no longer apply. As a re- 
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sult, the control engineer is left with nonlinear pro- 
gramming techniques such as gradient search [6], 
homotopy or continuation [7], or bilinear matrix 
inequalities [8]. 

Recently, however, it has been shown that many 
such nonconvex optimal control problems are in 
fact computationally intractable [9], and that the 
time required for any algorithmic solution scales 
in a non-polynomial fashion with the “size” or the 
problem. It was then proposed that randomized 
search techniques [lo, 111 offer a practical alterna- 
tive to designers faced with such nonconvex prob- 
lems. By posing the question in a “soft” manner, 
i.e. by answering the problem in a probabilistic 
sense, randomized algorithms have been shown to 
yield solutions in a time that scales in a polyno- 
mial fashion with the problem size. In this ap- 
proach, a search range for each optimization pa- 
rameter is selected, and a weighting function for the 
combination of the multiple objectives is defined. 
A controller is then selected randomly according 
to a user-specified probability distribution (which 
turns out to be non-critical), and the multiobjective 
performance function is evaluated. The controller 
that minimizes the multiobjective performance is 
then declared the “solution” of the optimization 
process. It is important to note that the questions 
answered by randomized search techniques are re- 
laxed versions of the more traditional approach, as 
certain components of the multiobjective criterion 
that are traditionally considered “hard” constraints 
(i.e. closed-loop stability) may or may not be satis- 
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fied by the “solution”. Additionally, the “solution” 
cannot be claimed to be optimal, but rather that 
with high confidence, the probability of finding a 
better controller in the defined search space is less 
than a user-specified value. 

This paper investigates the performance of ran- 
domized algortihms on problems with “hard” (e.g. 
internal stability) constraints, and the importance 
of the choice of parameter ranges in such cases. 
To illustrate these points, a randomized search al- 
gorithm is applied to the mixed-Xz/X, optimal- 
control problem, with specific emphasis on the im- 
portance of the search parameter range specifica- 
tion. This is similar to solutions obtained via nu- 
merical techniques such as gradient search over the 
set of Youla-KuEera (or Q) parameterization of con- 
trollers. However, randomized algorithms can eas- 
ily be extended to handle multiple performance 
objectives, and plant parameter uncertainty, while 
traditional methods can not. 

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: 
Section 2 contains a brief introduction to random- 
ized search techniques, and presents an algorithm 
suitable for solving the mixed-norm X 2 / X ,  opti- 
mal control problem. Section 3 shows the difficulty 
of finding a search parameter range, and justifies 
the use of Q parameterization. We then briefly 
explain the Q parameterization as used in this pa- 
per. Section 4 presents a numerical example drawn 
from the literature [5],  and provides a comparison 
of the results of the randomized search algorithm 
with previous work. Finally section 5 contains our 
conclusions and suggestions for future research. 

2 A Randomized Search Algorithm for 
Optimization 

As noted in the introduction, randomized 
search algorithms have been proposed as a prac- 
tical tool for solving computationally difficult con- 
troller synthesis problems [12, 10, 13, 141. The al- 
gorithms offer several advantages over traditional 
numerical algorithms for the synthesis of noncon- 
vex optimal controllers (e.g. homotopy, gradient- 
search, bilinear LMI’s), such as: polynomial scaling 
of solution time with problem dimension, applica- 
bility to nonsmooth/discontinuous objective func- 
tions, applicability to nonsmooth/discontinuous 
controller parameterizations, computational re- 
quirements known a priori, Ccmputational bur- 
den comprised of independent function evaluations 

(and thus may be performed completely in paral- 
lel), ease of incorporation of (direct) constraints on 
controller parameter values, ability to solve fixed 
order controller design problems, ability to solve 
fixed structure controller design problems, can eas- 
ily deal with plant uncertainty, and can be made 
to minimize a function of multiple competing con- 
straints. 

This is not to imply that randomized search 
algorithms are not without their own problems. 
In particular, the performance on problems with 
“hard” constraints and the importance of the 
choice of parameter ranges to the overall perfor- 
mance are issues that have not been properly em- 
phasized in the literature. These are questions that 
we seek to address. 

The performance of a randomized search algo- 
rithm can be characterized by the type of solution 
produced by the algorrithm. This section, which 
closely follows [12], provides a summary of the char- 
acteristics of the algorithm used in later develop- 
ments. Let Y be a given set, f : Y + R be a 
measurable function, and define f * = infgEy f ( y )  
where R is the set of real numbers, and inf = 
in f inum. The following definition provides a pre- 
cise statement of the characteristics of the output 
of a randomized search algorithm. 

A 

Definition 1 Suppose f : Y + R, W is a given 
probability measure o n  Y ,  and that a > 0 is a given 
number. A number fo E R is said t o  be a T y p e  2 
near minimum of f(.) to level a, if fo 2 f*, 
and, in addition, W { y  E Y : f ( y )  < fo} 5 a. 

As noted in [12], this definition does not provide 
for any bound on If0 - f * \ .  

An efficient randomized algorithm was proposed 
in [12] for the computation of this type of near min- 
imum, and is restated here for completeness. 

Algorithm 1 Given: A probability W o n  Y ,  A 
measurable funct ion f : Y -+ R, A level parameter 
Q E (0 ,  l ) ,  and A confidence parameter 6 E ( 0 , l ) .  

Then,  choose a n  integer m such that 

and generate independent identically distributed 
(a.i.d.) samples y1,  y2, .  - . , ym E Y distributed ac- 
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cording to W .  Define, 4 Numerical Example 

Then with confidence at least 1 - 6,  f is a proba- 
bly approximate near minimum of f (y) to level CY; 
independent of W .  

3 Finding the Controller 

A general observation of the eigenvalue loca- 
tions for the controller (when found using Riccati- 
type equations), is that they tend to lay in the same 
spectral region as those of the plant. Therefore we 
decided to randomly sample poles and zeros inside 
the semicircle of the left half plane, with radius 
equal to the largest magnitude of the open-loop 
plant G. Not too surprisingly, not one stabilizing 
controller was found using this method. A few trial 
and error values for different radius values, also did 
not yield a single stabilizing controller. Therefore, 
it it obvious that a more intelligent approach is 
needed. 

It is well known that the set of all stabilizing 
controllers can be parameterized using Q param- 
eterization (see for example [15]). Furthermore, if 
the conditions of the follwoing theorem are met, 
it is guaranteed that Q parameterizes all robustly 
stabilizing controllers. In the following, we use the 
notation on pages 288-290 of [15] 

Theorem: Suppose a LTI plant G satisfies the as- 
sumptions in [15], 

1. There exists an admissible controller K(s )  
such that IIFdG, K)llm < y. (i.e., Il~zwll, < 
y) if and only if 

(a> Y > ~ 4 ~ [ ~ 1 1 1 1 , ~ 1 1 1 2 1 ,  w ; 1 1 1 ,  D;1211); 

(b) H ,  E dom(Ric) with X ,  = Ric(H,) 

(c) J ,  E dom(Ric) with Y, = Ric(J,) 1 
10 ;  

0; 
( 4  P ( ~ ~ Y C 0 )  I Y2. 

2. Given that the conditions of 1. above are sat- 
isfied, then all rational internally stabilizing 
controllers K(s) satisfying IlFt(G, K)ll, 5 y 
are given b y  

K = Ft(M,, Q )  for arbitrary Q E RX, 
such that 11Q11, I y. 

As an illustrative example of the utility of 
randomized search algorithms in solving noncon- 
vex optimal control problems, we select a mixed 
N2/N, synthesis problem detailed in [5]. The 
problem represents the (simplified) SISO control 
of the longitudinal dynamics of an F-16 fighter, 
with the N 2  portion of the problem providing dis- 
turbance rejection and control energy minimiza- 
tion, while the N, constraint incorporates track- 
ing performance and vector gain and phase mar- 
gins. The mixed-objective plant is described by a 
three input-three output system, five-state linear 
time-invariant system, denoted 

[ E ]  = P ( s )  [ ;] 
where y denotes the measurement signals available 
for feedback, U represents the actuator command 
signals, z represents the ( N 2 )  performance signals 
of interest, w represents the (N2) exogenous dis- 
turbances, and d and e represent the (N,) distur- 
bance and performance, respectively. A realization 
for P(s )  is given in [5] inputs or outputs, 

We note that this nonconvex synthesis problem 
implicitly involves two “hard” constraints: closed- 
loop internal stability and the satisfaction of a 
closed-loop ‘li, constraint. Using traditional op- 
timization algorithms such as gradient-search tech- 
niques to solve such problems, the user may start 
within a feasible set of controllers and constrain 
any search or continuation to remain within the 
feasible set. Alternatively, the user could attempt 
to parameterize the solution in such a manner that 
the constraints are automatically satisfied for any 
set of parameter values specified. This latter ap- 
proach, while obviously preferable, is not always 
feasible, and therefore the former approach is gen- 
erally the de-facto standard [5, 161. 

Randomized search techniques provide an alter- 
native avenue for attacking such problems, in that 
the constraints are assigned a weighting function 
and incorporated into the multiobjective cost func- 
tion. The tendency of the algorithm to provide so- 
lutions that do or do not satisfy the constraints will 
then be proportional to 1) the weighting assigned 
to constraints relative to other costs in the multiob- 
jective function, and 2) the relative size of the set 
of parameter values that satisfy the constraints, to 
the size of the overall search volume. The first point 
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implies that the algorithm can be directed to pro- 
vide solutions that satisfy the constraints ut the ez- 
pense of performing optimization over other factors 
in the multiobjective cost, while 2) indicates that if 
the set of parameter values satisfying the constraint 
is relatively small compared with the overall search 
range, then Algorithm 1 may require a pathologi- 
cally small value of CY in order to provide at least 
one sample value within the set. 

Controller 
Optimal H2 Controller 
b t i m a l  H w  Controller 

As noted above, the elimination of constraints 
from nonconvex optimal synthesis problems is, in 
general, not feasible. But for the case of the mixed 
312/X, problem, one may utilize the Youla-KuEera 
or &-parameterization to provide a set of con- 
trollers where both internal stability and closed- 
loop %,-norm constraints are satisfied for any pa- 
rameter values in a specified range. The random- 
ized search algorithms may now be applied utilizing 
the space of stable transfer functions (Q-space) as 
the search volume, with the guarantee that all sam- 
ple values satisfy the “hard” constraints; all that re- 
mains is to evaluate the remaining objective criteria 
(i.e. the 312 cost) to determine the probabilistic 
minimizer. 

312 cost 31, cost 
0.3116 178778 
165.55 1.284 

Following standard techniques [15], the 312- and 
X,-optimal controllers for the above example were 
computed via standard Riccati solution techniques, 
and the respective values of the 312 and 31, costs 
achieved by each are provided in Table 1. The mul- 
tiobjective problem is then to determine 

f(Q) = argK(F$ES IlGzw(s)112 (2) 

subject to I IGed(S) l lw < 7, 

where K(s )  represents the controller, S is the set 
of all internally stabilizing controllers, and y rep- 
resents the desired level of 31, performance. As 
noted in [5], the mixed 312/31, problem yields triv- 
ial solutions in the case of either a requested 31, 
constraint lower than that achieved by the 31,- 
optimal controller (in which case there is no solu- 
tion) or a requested 31, constraint higher than that 
provided by the ?&-optimal controller (in which 
case the ‘?&-optimal controller is also the mixed 
312/31,-optimal controller). To avoid this degen- 
erate situation, a value of y = 1.3 was chosen as 
the desired level of 31, performance. 

Random Search (6th order) 
[5] (4th-order) 
[5] (8th-order) 

Using this value of y, a controller providing this 
level of X, performance was synthesized using the 
standard Riccati solution techniques, and this con- 
troller was utilized to provide a basis for a Q- 
parameter representation of all internally stabiliz- 

3.288 1.284 
0.4088 1.490 
0.4088 1.281 

Table 1: Summary of Results 

ing controllers satisfying I IGed(S) l lw < y. In order 
to avoid feedthrough terms in the resulting con- 
troller K ( s )  (and therefore a singular 312 cost), it 
is necessary that Q-parameters used for the ran- 
domized search algorithm be strictly proper. The 
specific parameterization utilized in this paper is 
given by 

(3) Q(s) = s+b, 

IlQ(s)llw < (4) 

U 

subject to 

where u,b are uniform in (0,1]. Note that a K(s )  
resulting from (3) will be Gth-order, in general. 

With the parameterization given above, it re- 
mains to determine the confidence parameter 6, 
the level parameter CY, and the probability distri- 
bution W in order to apply Algorithm 1. For 
the results of this paper, a uniform distribution W 
was chosen, with confidence parameter 6 = 0.001 
(yielding confidence 0.999), and level parameter 
CY = 0.001. Thus, the required number of sam- 
ple parameter values in (1) is 7597. The central 
31, controller (Q = 0) used as the basis for the Q- 
parameterization yields an 312 cost of 165.6 with an 
31, cost of 1.28. As shown in Table 1, the random- 
ized search algorithm utilizing 7597 samples yielded 
a mixed 312/31, optimal controller with an 312 cost 
of 3.29 an 31, cost of 1.28. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper has shown that by use of a suit- 
able parameterization, the problem of synthesizing 
controllers that minimize a closed-loop %-norm 
subject to satisfying a closed-loop Xfl,-norm con- 
straint can be solved using randomized search al- 
gorithms. A numerical example drawn from the 
literature was presented, and the results of the 
approach compared with those from previous re- 
search utilizing more traditional gradient-search 
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techniques. The results obtained compare favor- 
ably with those from the literature; however, ran- 
domized algorithms have a decidable advantage 
over other methods in the presence of added con- 
straints. More specifically, the objective function 
can find a minimum of multiobjective constraints 
(more than two), and we can include plant uncer- 
tainty. Currently, there are no other methods for 
dealing with either case. 

Ongoing research efforts in this area include 
the investigation of controller parameterizations for 
non-traditional constraints such as saturation lim- 
itations, linear and nonlinear plants with para- 
metric uncertainty, settling time requirements, and 
the use of randomized search techniques for fixed- 
structure multiobjective (i.e. mixed 3t2/'U, ) 
problems. 
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